friday, february 28
11:00 registration
12:00-12:15 opening remarks
Michael Veal, Director of Graduate Studies

12:15-1:45 panel: sounds of protest
Moderator: Zac Stewart

sonic activism against the tear gas:
hongkonger’s raging roars and sound acts
Winnie W C Lai (Music, University of Pennsylvania)

festa da penha in brazil’s post slavery abolition period: black corporealities and musicalities as contestation of a hegemonic space
Eduardo Marcel Vidili (Music, Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de Janeiro, Visiting Scholar at University of Texas at Austin)

the fact of black nonrelationality: cecil taylor in paris
Matthias Mushinski (Film and Moving Image Studies, Concordia University)

sounding spaces
7th biennial yale graduate music symposium
february 28-29, 2020
keynote speaker: kwami coleman (nyu)
workshop: daphne brooks (yale)

2:00-3:30 workshop with daphne brooks
“all things must pass”: space, place & radical racial affinities
in the record shop
Daphne Brooks, William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor of African American Studies,
American Studies, and Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies

4:00-5:30 panel: technologies of mediation
Moderator: Holly Chung

exploring the morphology of matter and space as an inclusive
performance system using immersive technology
Lewis Smith (Music, Drama, and Performing Arts, Ulster University)

desire, sound and the postcolonial politics of cinematic
adaptation in vishal bharadwaj’s haider
Abhipsa Chakraborty (English, University at Buffalo)

All events in 106 Stoeckel unless otherwise noted
469 College St., New Haven

vodou on the air: radio, transnationalism, and music
in new york’s haitian diaspora
Ayanna Legros (History, Duke University)

saturday, continued

5:30-6:30 wine and cheese reception (stoeckel 107)
6:30-7:30 sound art performance: resonant spaces
Moderator: Tatiana Koike
Mathias Klenner (Architecture, Design, and Construction, Universidad de las
Américas, Chile)
Sofía Balbontín (Architecture, Design, and Construction, Universidad de las
Américas, Chile)

saturday, february 29
8:45-9:15 breakfast available
9:15-11:15 panel: sounding public institutions
Moderator: Will Watson

tensions between policy and curriculum
in japanese music higher education
Garrett Groesbeck (Music, Wesleyan University)

sounding art: enlivening and extending silent museum spaces
through interdisciplinary music and visual art-based
programming
Aruna Kharod (Music, University of Texas at Austin)

religion and the ryman: practicing theology
in the ‘mother church of country music’
Chase Castle (Music, University of Pennsylvania)

a chorus of grunts: addressing the (sonic) gender problem
in the ‘weight room’
Natalia Alexis Perez (Critical and Comparative Studies, University of Virginia)

11:30-1:00 panel: musical environments
Moderator: Jade Conlee

senses of space: spatial coordinates in the pianism
of chucho valdés
Martyna Weronika Wlodarczyk (Music, UC Berkeley)

musical anatomies and scientistic ruptures in stepanov notation
Sophie Benn (Music, Case Western Reserve University)

gnostic sounds, gnostic spaces
Allison Chu and Cat Slowik (Music, Yale University)

1:00-2:30 lunch
2:30-4:00 panel: voicing identity
Moderator: Cat Slowik

‘who gave you power?’ on sound as argument in college policy
debate
Timothy Byram (Religion, Harvard University)

listening to the voice of the cynocephalus
Margaret McCurry (English, New York University)

yells, screams, and whistles: a sonic space for mexicanidad
José R. Torres (Arts, Humanities, and Culture, Hiram College)

4:15-5:45 keynote lecture: kwami coleman
music logic and illogic in an imperial postcolony
Kwami Coleman (Gallatin, New York University)
Respondant: Michael Veal

5:45-6:45 sound installation (stoeckel 408)
stand with hong kong: sounding pain and roar
through the lennon walls
Winnie W C Lai (Music, University of Pennsylvania)

7:00 dinner at lalibella
176 Temple St., New Haven

